
Calling Journal 

 

The language of Scripture  

What verse or verses from the Bible convey your life’s theme? Describe why. 

 

What promise(s) from Scripture do you lean into the most? 

 

In your recent Scripture reading, what verse or verses have given you cause to pause? Describe why? 

 

The language of desires 

How would you respond if Jesus approached (like he did the blind man) and asked: “What do you want 

me to do for you?” 

 

List three of your deepest desires and the motive that fuels that desire: 

Desire Motive 

1.  

2.  

3.  

  

What perplexing problem would you love to play a part in solving? 

The language of doors 

Describe a past opportunity that you know God provided? What caused you to sense this door was from 

God?  

List some doors that have opened or closed for you recently (work related changes, volunteer 

opportunities, new or changing relationships, financial swings, etc.) Brainstorm what God might be 

doing in these potential changes. List the possibilities?  

What opportunities are available to you to leverage your most prominent motivational gift? 

The language of dreams 

What dreams or mental pictures can you recall from your past that seemed to have some significance? 

What was your interpretation?  

Revisit your list of desires from above. In your mind’s eye, imagine each one coming to pass. How do you 

see yourself fitting into the picture? 



The language of people 

Based on your experience, what is the most fruitful way you help others? 

 

What are some affirmations that you’ve received from the people on the receiving end of your help? 

(How do they describe the blessing that you bring?) 

 

Hours pass like minutes when helping others in this way (Describe the type of person you’re helping, 

and the specifics of what you’re doing when time seems to fly by). 

 

The language of promptings 

A prompting can be likened to the Holy Spirit’s elbow in your ribs. Think back to some of the important 

crossroads in your life. How did God get your attention? 

 

What prompting might you be receiving now? What course correction might God be leading you to 

make? 

 

The language of pain 

Think back to some painful experiences from your past. What did God teach you during each of those 

hard times? How have those lessons shaped your character? 

 

What kind of pain are you experiencing right now? Is the pain causing you to lean into God or turn away 

from God? How is the pain influencing your thoughts, behavior or relationships? What might God be 

trying to move you away from? 

 

After reviewing your responses to the above questions, try writing a single-sentence summary of your 

calling, answering these two questions: 

 Who do I serve? 

 How are they helped? 

Note: This statement doesn’t need to be super specific. You can start out general and add specifics along 

the way—as the Holy Spirit steers you down the path. Here’s my personal example: “I serve people who 

are spiritually ready to take their next step, helping them experience a deeper walk with God.” (Notice 

how my statement answers both of the above questions). Now you try! 

 



My calling: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations, if you’ve completed your one-sentence calling summary. Now you can revisit your 

genius statement (from Saturday night) and keep your eyes open for doors of opportunity where your 

genius and your calling overlap. Seize those opportunities, super-sizing your efforts. Then watch what 

God does to grow his kingdom through you. 

Email me if you have questions or if you’d like to share your results. I’d love to hear from you: 

jimtroe@hotmail.com  

“Well done, good and faithful servant!” 

  

  


